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Thank you so much for your help!
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(Editor's note: A Hong Kong traveller, who joined a package tour to Europe,
wished to stay behind to visit her relatives after the trip. Since the travel
agent stalled on confirming her return flight, she called the TIC for
assistance. Urged by a member of TIC staff, the agent finally confirmed the
flight for its customer, who wrote the following letter to thank the TIC.)

I n early June, I signed up for a 14-day package tour to Europe
scheduled for departure on 24 July. Since I planned to leave

the tour group in London, the last stop of the journey, to visit
my relatives, I requested the travel agent to extend the ticket
validity period. Despite repeated enquiries, I got no definite an-
swer from the agent and thus turned to the TIC. Thanks to
Miss Chan of its Consumer Relations Department, who kept on
negotiating with the agent, the matter was finally settled. I should
therefore l ike to thank the TIC for its help and express my
gratitude to Miss Chan. Without her effort , I would not have
been able to fix other arrangements for my extended trip in
Britain. Miss Chan's professionalism and excellent service atti-
tude really deserve commendation.

Chow Siu Han
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(Editor's note: Travelling to Hong Kong on a package tour, a tourist from
mainland China was taken by his tourist guide to a designated shop, where
he bought a digital camera for HK$5,300. After returning home, he found
that the camera was priced nearly HK$2,000 higher than the same model
sold on the mainland and that no warranty card was attached. He therefore
lodged a complaint with Hong Kong's Tourism Commission, which re-
ferred the case to the TIC. He was fully refunded after mediation by the
TIC. The following is a thank you letter from him.)

I  am an ordinary Chinese citizen. During my three-day visit in
Hong Kong between 16 and 18 July 2005, I encountered an

unpleasant incident related to shopping. After my complaint was
referred to the TIC, it was handled with much care by Miss Lee
of the Inbound Department. She patiently answered many questions
from me and even made a long-distance call to me to enquire
about the receipt of my purchase. I am very impressed by her
commitment and dedication to work. Please al low me to ex-
press my grateful thanks to her in this letter.

Hu Qunxian

Chun'an county, Zhejiang province


